
HaptX Gloves DK2
True-contact haptics for virtual reality and robotics

HaptX Gloves DK2 provide realistic touch sensation unlike any 
other device. Built with patented microfluidic technology, they’re 
the only gloves that deliver industrial-grade performance 
required for professional applications. 

Fortune 500 companies and government agencies use HaptX
Gloves for VR training, design, and telerobotics. With our DK2 
release, your organization can now realize the benefits of HaptX
Gloves.

Whether you’re training your workforce, designing a new 
product, or controlling robots from a distance, HaptX Gloves 
make it feel real.



The only realistic touch feedback
No other haptic gloves displace your skin like a 
real object would

The largest coverage area
Microfluidic tactile actuators cover the full 
palm and fingertips

The strongest force feedback
Exotendons dynamically apply up to 40 lbs. (175 N) of 
resistive force per hand

The most accurate motion tracking 
Custom-designed magnetic mocap tracks 30 degrees of freedom (DoF) with 
sub-millimeter precision

HaptX Gloves DK2: True-contact haptics

Multi-user networking
Multiple pairs of HaptX Gloves can be networked together for collaborative haptic 
VR experiences



HaptX Gloves DK2: What’s Included
Turnkey system to develop and deploy industrial-grade haptic experiences 

HaptX Gloves
One pair of haptic Gloves with 
industry-leading performance

Air Controller
Precision air regulation with stationary 
and room-scale configurations

Smart Compressor
Quiet, continuous supply of clean air for 
Air Controller

Software Development Kit
Everything needed to create haptic VR 
and robotic applications



Unrivaled haptic quality
130+ tactile feedback points per hand reproduce shape, texture, and 
movement with unprecedented realism

Dynamic force feedback
With up to 40 lbs. (175 N) of resistive force per hand, HaptX Gloves 
are even stronger than gloves with force-only feedback

Industry-leading motion tracking
HaptX’s proprietary magnetic mocap system tracks every degree of 
freedom of hand and fingers (30 DoF per Glove) with sub-millimeter 
precision, low noise, and no occlusion  

One size fits all
Designed to conform to wide range of hand sizes, with best fit 
for women’s M through men’s XL glove sizes

HaptX Gloves
The leader in haptic realism



Inside HaptX Gloves
Patented microfluidic technology provides true-contact 
haptics, for realism that other haptic devices can’t match

High displacement actuation
Tactile actuators displace skin up to 2 mm to apply targeted physical 
pressure, many times more than vibration actuators 

Fingertip-level realism
130+ tactile actuators across palm and fingertips, near two-point 
threshold for tactile point discrimination

No perceivable latency
Full inflation in 35 ms, 4x faster than the blink of an eye

Simulate range of textures
Actuators can inflate/deflate at up to 250 Hz frequency for vibrotactile 
simulation of surfaces and textures

Unique to HaptX
Developed and refined over six years of research and development, patent-
protected, and available only in HaptX products



Air Controller
Precise control of microfluidic actuators in Gloves

Modular design for stationary or mobile use
Included backpack accessory can be configured in less than one 
minute without tools

144 proportional pressure-controlled air channels
High-density valve array provides real-time control of tactile and force 
feedback

Exclusive piezoelectric valves
Cutting-edge valve technology delivers precise, proportional 
control of actuators beyond the limits of human perception

Large workspace
Soft, flexible tether allows for a 15’ walking radius (350 sq. ft), 
equivalent to most popular enterprise HMDs

Ergonomic backpack fit
Lightweight and comfortable for use in room-scale virtual reality 
sessions

Air Controller desktop + backpack configurations



Smart Compressor
Provides continuous air supply with quiet operation

High-performance air compressor
Compresses, conditions, and supplies clean air at 40psi 
to the Air Controller for continuous operation

Designed for office use
Compact form factor, standard AC plugin, and quiet operation 
make it suitable for use in an office

Maintenance-free
No need to change filters or other parts

Small profile
15’ cable and small size allows for flexible storage in work 
environment (e.g., under a desk or outside of room-scale space) 



Software Development Kit
Full-featured SDK for seamless integration with 
leading virtual reality and robotics software

• Integrates with HTC Vive, other HMDs with SteamVR Tracking

• Plugins for Unreal Engine 4 and Unity

• Library of haptic templates, effects & demos

• Full-body avatar presence and inverse kinematics

• No coding required

• Low-level C++ API compatible with ROS and other programs

• Windows runtime
Low-level API



Mobile & Multi-user
Full-body, room-scale experiences

Room-scale mobility
Roam freely through room-scale VR with 15 ft 
walkaround radius / 350 sq ft of workspace

Multi-user networking
Collaborate in shared haptic VR experiences from 
anywhere in the world

Real-time haptic VR collaboration
Conduct group training simulations and team design 
reviews in multi-user environments

Full-body presence
Increase immersion with full-body avatars featuring 
accurate inverse kinematics



10

Control robotic hands from anywhere in the world, with 
true-contact haptics for improved performance

Natural interaction 
Intuitively operate robotic hands with full range of motion, 
no training required

Realistic haptic feedback
Haptic feedback gives the operator critical 
information, improving speed and reducing error

Included with Tactile Telerobot
Fully integrated with Shadow Robot Hands, SynTouch
BioTac sensors, and Universal Robot arms (pictured)

Robotics

Available for custom robotic integrations
HaptX Gloves are an ideal control system for robotic end 
effectors including arms, grippers, and hands


